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The Duty of Every Woman: 

Creating a Rationale for Political Action and Moral Reform in the Women’s Anti-Slavery 

Movement

! ! On Thursday, May 16th, 1838, newly married Angelina Grimké Weld stood 

before the second Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women at the recently finished 

Pennsylvania Hall and gave a fearlessly bold address.1 Angered by the erection of the 

Hall, built specifically by abolitionists and for anti-slavery gatherings, by the audacity of 

women to meet and organize public action among themselves, and even by accounts of 

both white and black attendees of Grimké and Weld’s wedding, an angry mob gathered 

around the hall, throwing stones and brickbats, yelling throughout Grimké’s speech.2 In 

a stunning display of courage and passion, Grimké did not balk at this frightening 

display of violence towards her. Instead she used the mob’s outcries to fuel her 

speaking, saying to her audience, “What is a mob? And what would the breaking of 

every window be? What would the levelling of this hall be? Any evidence that we are 

wrong, or that slavery is a good and wholesome institution?... No, no.”3 The very next 

evening the hall was burned to the ground. Facing this kind of blatant violence and 

opposition takes a great amount of bravery, conviction and confidence in not only your 

beliefs, but in your own ability and right to express them. Herein lies the exceptional 

nature of women’s anti-slavery action, rhetoric and organization in the late 1830s; these 
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women cultivated for themselves an argument for their political activity that not only 

allowed, but required them to assert themselves into arguably the most important social 

and political conversation of the 19th century. 

! In the late 1830s, anti-slavery women formed a rationale for their political 

activism that capitalized on both their differences from men and their similarities to 

them. They simultaneously argued that women were equals under God and therefore 

should be equals in society, and used their femininity and domestic roles to innovate 

their rhetoric and political activity. They did not shy away from entering social and 

political spaces that had previously been exclusively male. They underlined the 

importance of women’s roles not in spite of their womanhood, but because of it. This 

cultivated new collective identity among women activists. Arguments for women’s 

activism exhibited themselves primarily in the use of assertive rhetoric, utilization of 

petitioning, speaking to “promiscuous” audiences (meaning diverse in both race and 

sex), organization of societies and conventions, and pamphlets published by 

committees formed at these conventions. Many of these actions had been traditionally 

male behaviors, however the anti-slavery women appropriated them to suit their needs. 

! The secondary sources that have informed my research differ in their areas of 

focus and arguments, as well as decade of publication and style of investigation. I have 

drawn from each source bits and pieces of information that have helped me to build my 

argument about the growing assertiveness of the anti-slavery women’s movement in the 

late 1830s and its connection to women’s sense of identity. 

! A source that I found particularly useful in providing background, as well as 

relevant information about the life and work of Lucretia Mott, was Carol Faulkner’s 
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biography, Lucretia Mott’s Heresy, which illustrates her contributions to the both the anti-

slavery and women’s rights movements. Faulkner also investigates the motives behind 

her radical egalitarianism, namely her firm conviction in the Quaker tenant that “the 

divine light of God was in every being” which she used to justify her action for equality 

for both women and black people.4 The book specifically argues that Mott was not the 

heretic that her opposers accused her of being: she defied the societal prescriptions for 

women’s behavior, criticized the use of biblical arguments to keep women subjugated, 

rejected religious sectarianism and instead promoted a theology of “truth, love, mercy”.5 

Nor was she the saint venerated by her allies: a quiet, gentle quaker who rose above 

the morality of regular people and maintained her domestic life with dignity while 

benevolently speaking out against injustice.6 Instead, Faulkner asserts, Mott was a 

complex figure who lived in the spaces between these two extremes and in this space 

challenged the accepted standards of women’s action in political and social spheres. 

She illustrates Mott’s personal growth and shifting identity, first as a Quaker, then as a 

minister, distinguishing herself by her egalitarian views, then as a leader in the anti-

slavery movement. This personal growth and continual refining of identity clearly 

shaped Mott’s work and the influence she was able to have on other reformers. My 

argument will build upon the importance of this cultivation of identity as a way women 

abolitionists created a rationale for their social and political action. Furthermore, the 

background information provided in this book allowed me to better frame my argument 

in its proper context. 
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! Another approach that many scholars have taken in discussing the women’s anti-

slavery movement is to focus on their use of rhetoric, how it differed from that used by 

men, and how it was similar. In her article, “Angelina Grimké’s Rhetoric of Exposure”  

Katherine Henry examines Grimké’s rhetoric, specifically her use of identity and 

vulnerability to her advantage. Henry illustrates how Grimké refused to buy into the 

assumed dichotomy between private life and public life that many used as an argument 

against women’s activism. She uses this viewpoint to argue that, “instead of confronting 

the “public sphere” on its own terms, Grimké refigured publicity as something that 

exposed the “private” rather than protecting it, and that drew upon her femininity rather 

than denying it.” This, Henry argues, is an innovative rhetorical tool which allowed 

Grimké to derive power from her perceived weakness as a women. Not only does this 

source discuss ways in which Grimké used previously male dominated mediums of 

persuasion such as public speaking and public letters, it also argues that in addition to 

inserting herself into public, male dominated spaces, she brought with her a distinctly 

feminine understanding of the private and allowed that to be exposed in her public life. 

! Julie Roy Jeffrey’s book, The Great Silent Army of Abolition, takes a broader look 

at women’s participation in the anti-slavery movement. Jeffrey takes a special interest in 

the importance of abolition in ordinary women’s lives. She argues that the anti-slavery 

movement drove women who felt its moral impetus to take public action and step 

outside of their prescribed spheres and comfort zones, it required them to become 

familiar with persuasive rhetoric, skilled at forming logical, structured arguments, and 

even to educate themselves about the inner workings of the economy as it pertained to 

slavery. The time and energy put into their anti-slavery activity gave women an identity 
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outside of their societal roles as mothers and domestic workers, it gave them a political 

and moral identity, which provided agency and a perception of their intended role in 

society that caused them to challenge their prescribed “sphere”.7 Jeffrey suggests that 

abolitionist sentiment was strongest in small towns and rural communities, thus she 

chooses to focus her study on the women living in these places.8 Furthermore, she 

asserts that women formed the backbone of the anti-slavery movement and that their 

activity, ranging from petitioning to organizing fairs and sewing clubs, offered invaluable 

contributions. 

! A final instrumental source in my research was Susan Zaeske’s book on the use 

of petitioning by women in the anti-slavery movement. Zaeske investigates the evolution 

of women’s anti-slavery petitioning and its contributions to the larger abolition 

movement. She argues that women “seized the radical potential of one of the few rights 

they were understood to possess” in their petitions against slavery.9 In this way they 

were able to claim political authority for themselves and to participate in the national 

dialogue on slavery. Furthermore, she argues that in the late 1830s women’s petitioning 

saw a transformation in tone, becoming less and less subservient and more and more 

similar in tone and in form to petitions written by men. This transformation illustrates one 

of the many ways women were appropriating “male” forms of action to suit their needs 

and to assert their equality as political actors and moral agents. 
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! In each of these sources, women are shown forming a rationale for their political 

action that highlights both their equality with men as moral actors and their unique 

duties and interest in this issue as women. Whether the author intended to include it in 

the argument or not, evidence of a growing confidence and sense of identity was 

present in every source. This paper will build on the research that is shown in the 

historiography and focus on discussing the various ways in which women can be seen 

building their communal and individual identities and cultivating assertive rhetoric and 

rationale for their actions within the anti-slavery movement. 

! One important way in which the anti-slavery women used traditionally male 

methods of organization to assert themselves as political agents was in the  advent of 

the first Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women in 1837. This type of large-scale 

organized meeting was typically reserved for male politicians and activists, therefore 

this convention was significant because it was organized, presided over and attended 

exclusively by women. About 200 women, both black and white, were in attendance, 

representing ladies’ anti-slavery societies from nine different states.10 According to Julie 

Roy Jeffrey, the idea of an all-women convention was so unprecedented that one New 

England delegate is quoted saying, “To attend a Female Convention! Once I should 

have blushed at the thought.”11 However, supporters of women’s involvement in anti-

slavery action welcomed the convention as a new platform with great potential 

influence. The anti-slavery newspaper, The Emancipator, published a complementary 

notice about the convention shortly after it took place, concluding by saying that “On the 
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whole, we feel that we have great cause to be thankful in view of this Convention, and 

hope and pray that its influence may be felt through every state in our Union.”12 

! The minutes of the proceedings of both the first and second Anti-Slavery 

Conventions of American Women reflect the pride, respect and authority with which 

these women approached the democratic process used to pass resolutions during the 

conventions. The manner in which the conventions were conducted was notably 

democratic and imitated the traditional parliamentary procedure of making motions and 

adopting resolutions. Various attendees of the convention brought forth motions such as 

this one presented by Lydia M. Child at the first convention, regarding fugitive slave 

laws, 

! Resolved, That we recommend to the women of those states where laws exist 
! recognizing the legal right of the master to retain his slave within their jurisdiction, 
! for a term of time, earnestly to petition their respective legislatures for the repeal 
! of such laws; and that the right of trial by jury may be granted to all persons 
! claimed as slaves.13

 ! Many of the resolutions passed confirmed the values of the societies 

represented, probably in order to solidify the larger women’s anti-slavery movement with 

common goals, practices and ideologies. According the the minutes, many of these 

motions were resolved unanimously, with a notable exception being a motion by 

Angelina Grimké, that was likely a little too radical for some in attendance. The motion 

stated that “the time has come for women to move in that sphere which Providence has 

assigned her, and no longer remain satisfied in the circumscribed limits with which 
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corrupt custom and a perverted application of Scripture have encircled her.”14 This 

motion was resolved after “an animated and interesting debate”.15 This is the only 

motion for which the minutes note a lack of unanimity, and, according to The 

Emancipator’s report, one of only two resolutions upon which there was dissent. 

However, the report states that this dissent left the “harmony of the body... unbroken.”16 

Despite the aversion of some to ideas as radical as Grimké’s, the convention minutes 

clearly show the anti-slavery women coming together in their common goals and beliefs 

in a typically male setting. The convention process allowed anti-slavery women 

consolidate their goals, to work together to become authorities on the subject of their 

activism in order to inform and persuade others, and to assert their equality with men by  

demonstrating their abilities for democracy, rationality and organized political effort. 

! Public speaking was another arena of public persuasion traditionally dominated 

by men into which a few brave abolitionist women inserted themselves in the late 

1830s. However, within their speaking many talented female orators relied on a balance 

between their assertions of equality with men and a woman-specific rationale for anti-

slavery activity. Lucretia Mott, a Quaker minister, was long accustomed to speaking by 

the late 1830s. Something that stands out in Mott’s writing and speaking is the way she 

claimed a specific identity for herself. Mott realized that her unconventional ideologies 

and practices would meet with criticism and censure from most Americans at the time, 

but instead of trying to avoid this conflict, she brashly labelled herself a “heretic”.17 In 
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fact, the concept of heresy played a large part in Mott’s conception of religion and how 

she communicated her theological convictions which motivated her anti-slavery action. 

She saw her radical, egalitarian beliefs as falling into a tradition of heresy that dated 

back to the ways in which Jesus himself challenged the religious authorities and 

doctrine of his time. While many women, including the authors of the Appeal to the 

Women of the Nominally Free States, aligned their anti-slavery action with the actions of 

female biblical figures such as Deborah and Miriam, Mott unapologetically aligns herself 

with the male figure of Jesus.18 In one speech, she makes this connection saying, 

“Jesus taught the heresy of that age and it was his opposition to the cherished forms 

and creeds that constituted his greatest offense”.19 In her sermon, “Progress of the 

Religious World”, Mott called upon her listeners to “stand out in our heresy” stating that 

“progress is dependent upon our acting out our convictions”.20 In yet another speech 

she professes herself to be a “worshipper after the way called heresy--a believer after 

the manner which many deem infidel”. 21 Using this language to self-identify and align 

herself with what she saw as a tradition of iconoclastic religious activism allowed Mott to 

control her public image in a way that relied on her assertion of her radicalism rather 

than a denial of it. A bold move which, in contrast with her reportedly gentle, matronly 

demeanor and reputation as a pious wife and mother, held notably male connotations of 
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self-determination.22 Thus, Mott not only inserted herself in the male-dominated sphere 

of public speaking, she claimed for herself an identity as a radical heretic in the tradition 

of Jesus himself.  In this way she not only asserted herself as equal to men, but as a 

religious leader and reformer. 

! A similar use of self-identity as a cornerstone in rhetoric is apparent in the limited 

number of Angelina Grimké’s speeches that have been preserved, and also in her 

remarks in the minutes of the anti-slavery conventions. With several books and articles 

written on her rhetoric and public image, Grimké can easily be said to have brought a 

new brand of persuasion and self-representation to the rhetorical community and 

specifically to the women’s anti-slavery movement. Like Mott, Grimké asserted herself 

into a male dominated arena with her public speaking and public letters. However, in the 

majority of her rhetoric she can be seen both participating in this “masculine” form of 

persuasion, while often alluding to her own womanhood. An article by Katherine Henry 

highlights this remarkable aspect of Grimké’s speaking and writing, that so much of it 

was shaped around her personal identity, that is, around being a women, being from the 

south, being from a slave owning family.23 Grimké had a gift for capitalizing on her 

vulnerabilities as a woman and turning them into strengths. In fact, a large portion of her 

address given at Pennsylvania Hall is framed through her experience growing up in the 

South and her eventual journey to the anti-slavery movement in Philadelphia. For 

example, she says, “As a Southerner I feel it is my duty to stand up here to-night and 

bear testimony against slavery. I have seen it!...I witnessed for many years its 
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demoralizing influences and its destructiveness to human happiness.”24 But her speech 

wasn’t limited to recollections and assertions of slavery’s horrors; it was, essentially, a 

call to action. 

! However, even as she urges others to action, her personal identity is still strong 

in her rhetoric. In one sentence she addresses both her heritage and her sex, saying 

“Women of Philadelphia! allow me as a Southern woman, with much attachment to the 

land of my birth, to entreat you to come up to this work [the work of the anti-slavery 

cause]”.25 She additionally used the success of women’s anti-slavery petitions in Britain 

to inspire her listeners, saying, 

! it was remarked that women in England did much to abolish slavery in her 
! colonies...when the women of these States send up to congress such a petition 
! our legislators will arise, as did those of England and say: ‘“When all the maids 
! and matrons of the land are knocking at our doors we must legislate.”26

Such a blatant display of international solidarity denotes not only a sense of personal 

identity as a woman and a reformer, but invokes the image of a women’s reform 

movement present and potent on multiple continents. This can only have contributed to 

the cultivation of individual women’s political identities as they began to see themselves 

as belonging to a larger community. Previously much of women’s identity and roles in 

society had been ascribed to them instead of defined by them. However, the belief in 

universal equality under God which Grimké propagated helped women to both form a 

rationale for their activism and imbued them with a sense of divine purpose. This belief 

and its implications are clearly communicated in a resolution presented by Grimké at the 
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first Anti-Slavery Convention of American WomenAnti-Slavery Convention of American 

Women: “Resolved, That as certain rights and duties are common to all moral beings...it 

is the duty of woman... to do all that she can... to overthrow the horrible system of 

American slavery.”27 The expansion of identity beyond the domestic sphere, 

encouraged by women’s creation of a rationale for their political action, demonstrates 

another way in which women asserted their equality and similarities to men. 

! ! In February, 1838, Grimké became the first woman in the history of the 

United States to address a legislative body.28 In this literal insertion of Grimké into a 

male dominated space, the tone of her speech to the legislators did not stray from her 

usual consciousness of identity and purpose. She opened her speech by comparing her 

position to that of Esther in the Bible, a spokesperson for an oppressed people who was 

given the opportunity to address her ruler directly and who happened to be a woman. 

However, her comparisons end there and she went on to state that though both she and 

Esther were women, Esther was forced to use sensuous means to obtain her noble 

goal.29 She stated that she believes these means would be an insult to both herself and 

her audience and therefore presents her case “through the loftier sentiments of the 

intellectual and moral feelings”.30 This tactic of asserting her womanhood while 

simultaneously asserting her ability for intellectual expression and noble persuasion 

shows Grimké claiming her equality with men, while reminding them of her identity as a 
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woman. She also stated her identity as a Southerner to illustrate her firsthand authority 

on the subject of slavery itself. She declared, “I stand before you as a Southerner, exiled 

from the land of my birth, by the sound of the lash, and the pitious [sic] cry of the 

slave”.31 

! However, she did not only speak in reference to her identity as a woman, a 

Southerner, and an abolitionist. She spoke on behalf of her fellow women, 20,000 of 

which had signed petitions to the very legislature she addressed. 

! Because [slavery] is a political subject, it has often been tauntingly said, that 
! woman has nothing to do with it. Are we aliens, because we are women? Are we 
! bereft of citizenship, because we are the mothers, wives, and daughters of a 
! mighty people? Have women no country...?32

Grimké counters these taunting assertions of women’s lack of capability in political 

issues by reminding her audience that women were also often charged with having 

significant power in their influence over men through the use of feminine wiles. This is 

not the kind of influence Grimké wished to have and she argued that it existed because 

women lacked political agency.33 She furthermore stated that the time was fast 

approaching for women to become citizens and to hold all of the responsibilities and 

privileges that citizenship entailed. She tied this back to the issue of slavery by saying, “I 

hold... that the American women have to do with this subject, not only because it is 

moral and religious, but because it is political”.34 This case for women’s anti-slavery 

activity and particularly the validity of their petitions is an especially intricate example of 
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Grimké’s rhetoric. At the core of her argument she took negative assumptions about 

women’s political involvement and used them to make a case for the necessity of 

women’s access to representation as citizens. In this way she asserted her equality with 

men and made an argument for their equal treatment under the law. 

! Petitioning was another previously male political activity that the anti-slavery 

women used with increasing frequency during the late 1830s. However, in the first half 

of the decade many women avoided petitioning for fear of invoking censure and even 

violence from both pro-slavery advocates and people who felt strongly about a proper 

sphere for women, which certainly did not involve public political action.35 As the decade 

of the 1830s progressed, women’s petitioning saw an evolution in both quantity and 

style.36 Although women often added their names to petitions alongside the names of 

men throughout the 1830s, they were required to sign in a different column from men to 

denote their different political status--men were voters, women were not.37This is clearly 

visible in a petition from the citizens of the town of Lockport, in Niagara county, New 

York, in which the signatures are divided into three columns: minors, males and 

females.38 Petitions signed and circulated solely by women in the early 1830s are 

notably different in form from the petitions of men. They are humble, pleading and 

supplicatory--addressing the petitions to “the Fathers and Rulers of our Country” and 

using language such as:
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! We should poorly estimate the virtues which ought ever to distinguish your 
! honorable body, could we anticipate any other than a favorable hearing, when 
! our appeal is to men, to philanthropists, to patriots, to the legislators and 
! guardians of a christian people.39 

However, beginning in 1834 and 1835 new forms of petitions began to circulate among 

women, though they did not overtake the “Fathers and Rulers” form in popularity until 

1837, when abolitionists adopted the short form petition and women’s petitions became 

practically indistinguishable from petitions written by men. 40 An early example of these 

less supplicatory forms reveals that the women who signed it scratched out the word 

“citizens” in the opening line, “The petition of the undersigned citizens of [blank space 

left to insert city/state]” replacing it instead with the word “ladies”.41 This suggests that 

women were beginning to take note of their identity in terms of citizenship and draw 

attention to their unequal political status in political activity. Other than the alterations 

made by the signers this petition is not unduly humble in form, however at the time this 

had not yet become the norm. 

! Surprisingly, the shift in forms used by women petitioners became evident 

following the 1836 implication of a gag rule on all petitions concerning slavery.42 The 

gag rule meant that petitions regarding slavery would be put aside without discussion or 

perusal.43 In response to this legislation a new short form petition was adopted by 
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abolitionists in 1837 and women petitioners made the final transition to a form of petition 

identical to that of men. This was the cumulative step in women’s assertion of 

themselves as equal political actors to men in regards to petitioning. However, they still 

made note of their sex in the fill-in portions of these forms, as evidence in a petition 

signed by Sarah and Angelina Grimké which begins “The undersigned women of 

Brookline in the common wealth of Massachusetts, have learned with astonishment and 

alarm, that your honorable body did...adopt a resolution in the words following [goes on 

to quote gag rule]...”44 The words “women of Brookline” were written into a blank left in 

the petition form for this purpose. The fact that they still did not identify themselves as 

citizens shows their own understanding of their political identity as one consisting of 

fewer rights and of a second-class standing. This reveals an interesting combination of 

both highlighting their similarities to men in the act of petitioning, while also 

differentiating themselves as holding a different legal status. 

! The gag rule’s unintentional effect on women’s petitioning was due in part to the 

discussion it inspired among them about their political rights (or lack thereof) and duty 

as reformers.45 Some of this discussion took place at the first Anti-Slavery Convention of 

American Women, where we see a consensus forming among the participants. A 

resolution, presented by Grimké, which stated “That the right of petition is natural and 

inalienable, derived immediately from God, and guaranteed by the Constitution of the 

United States... And therefore that it is the duty of every woman in the United States... 
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annually to petition Congress with the faith of an Esther...”.4647 From 1837 onward the 

anti-slavery women earnestly and often called upon their audiences to participate in the 

signing of petitions in their speeches and writing. In 1838, Grimké concluded her speech 

at Pennsylvania Hall with an entreaty to the women in her audience to petition, saying 

“Especially let me urge you to petition. Men may settle this...at the ballot box, but you 

have no such right. It is only through petitions that you can reach the legislature. It is, 

therefore, peculiarly your duty to petition”.48 An Appeal to the Women of the Nominally 

Free States also calls for women to petition: “Every woman, of every denomination, 

whatever may be her color or creed ought to sign a petition to Congress for the abolition 

of slavery...”.49 Furthermore, the second Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women, 

held in 1838, passed four resolutions concerning women’s rights and duties as 

petitioners. Displaying strong sentiments such as, “That whatever may be the sacrifice, 

and whatever other rights may be yielded or denied, we will maintain practically the right 

of petition”, and “That for every petition rejected by the National Legislature, during their 

late session, we will endeavor to send five the present year”.50 It is evident that by 1838 

the women’s anti-slavery movement had boldly embraced petitioning as a God-given 

and constitutional right and a powerful tool against slavery, and used it to assert their 

equality with men as well as their concern in political matters as women. 
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! A particularly interesting avenue of women’s political involvement in the 1830s 

was the use of the public letter. Because letter writing itself was a perfectly acceptable 

and domestic past-time for women throughout the 19th century, the way the anti-slavery 

women took this private activity and turned it into a public action reveals an innovative 

tactic in their assertions of both equality and womanhood. In the mid-1830s we can see 

women’s public letter writing in anti-slavery journals and newspapers such as the 

Liberator. One example of this is Angelina Grimké’s letter to William Lloyd Garrison in 

1835.51 Letters like these, often written in response to an article or public letter written 

by a man, were addressed to one individual or group with the understanding that they 

may be published and more widely read.5253 However, as the decade progressed 

women’s public letters took on a new form which addressed broader audiences and 

were often printed alone, in pamphlet form. The committees designated at the first and 

second Anti-Slavery Conventions of American Women wrote long addresses, usually 

circulated as pamphlets, which were structured like a personal correspondence, often 

opening with “beloved sisters” or “dear friends”.5455 Despite this gentle address, these 
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documents are rife with authoritative language and carefully formulated arguments that 

stray from the domestic and ladylike connotations of the form. 

! One public letter, An Appeal to the Women of the Nominally Free States, 

published in pamphlet form by the first Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women, 

illustrates the ways in which this organization was using the rhetoric of the public letter 

to make the case for women’s action against slavery. The Appeal’s authors, a 

committee sanctioned by the convention, present their case in organized sections that 

address various aspects of the issue of slavery and the involvement of women in the 

cause against it. These sections have headings such as “Slavery A Political Subject”, 

“Slavery A Moral Subject”, “Slavery A Religious Subject”, “Women The Victims Of 

Slavery”, “Women Use The Products Of Slave Labor”, and so on.56 The statements of 

women’s duty in this document leave no room for doubt, “The women of the North have 

high and holy duties to perform in the work of emancipation-- duties to themselves, to 

the suffering slave, to the slaveholder, to the church, to their country, and to the world at 

large; and, above all, to their God.”57 Like the skilled rhetors they were, the authors of 

the appeal followed their assertion with copious amounts of evidence to prove their 

case. Much of this evidence was scriptural, as the bible was an authority that their 

audience would respect above all. For instance, to prove that the subjugation of one 

race under another is religiously and morally intolerable, the authors of this appeal 

quote Acts 17:26, “God hath made of one blood all the nations, to dwell on all the face 
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of the earth.”5859 They back up their case for women’s political action by citing Miriam’s 

participation in the exodus from Egypt saying, “When the Lord led out his chosen 

people...from the wilderness...was it not a women whom He sent before them with 

Moses and Aaron?”60 

! In addition to their use of religious rhetoric, the authors of this public address 

show an intelligent grasp of the history of race and slavery in the United States and of 

related political figures and scholars. They do this particularly well in their argument 

against the Colonization of free people of color.61 In this argument they began by 

outlining the history of the Colonization plan from its conception by Thomas Jefferson to 

the formation and activities of the American Colonization Society.62 They pointed out 

that this society consisted mainly of slavey owners and therefore did not have the best 

interests of free blacks and people of color at heart.63 Finally they condemned the 

Colonization Society calling it “the Expatriation Society” and stating that it “surrender[ed] 

the great principal, that man cannot justly hold man as property” and that it held “that 

slaveholders are such from necessity”.64 Each of these statements was backed by 

evidence from the American Colonization Society’s own publications, including the 

African Repository, the group’s journal.65 By showing  that they’ve done their research 
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and are authorities on the history and current state of their topic, the authors remind 

their audience that, as women, they were equally credible rhetors as were men.

! In addition to educating their audiences on the issue of slavery and attempting to 

convert them to the abolitionist perspective, the public letters by the anti-slavery women 

were written in order to encourage certain behaviors and activities. These calls to action 

framed anti-slavery work as a duty and moral obligation and therefore urged, rather than 

requested, their audiences to participate in anti-slavery societies, sign petitions, refrain 

from buying slave-made products and take other public actions to further the cause of 

immediate abolition. This acts to assert the necessity and legitimacy of women’s role as 

political actors. In An Appeal to the Women of the Nominally Free States the language 

used to urge women to action does not signify a request, but a statement of what 

women could and should do to further the anti-slavery cause. It suggests that “they can 

organize themselves into Anti-Slavers [sic], Societies”, “subscribe for one or more Anti-

Slavery papers or periodicals” “[spread] correct information on the subject of slavery”, 

and of course “every women... ought to sign a petition to Congress for the abolition of 

slavery”.66 An Address to Anti-Slavery Societies advocates the abstention from slave-

made goods saying, “Let us refuse to participate in the guilt of ‘him who usesth his 

neighbor’s service without wages, and giveth him not for his work”.67

! In yet another invasion into the male political arena through the use of letter 

writing, the women of the second Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women directly 

addressed congress in the Address to the Senators and Representatives of the Free 
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States. In this letter the delegates from the Anti-Slavery Convention committee seem at 

first to be taking a more supplicatory stance using the phrase “we respectfully appeal to 

you” in the opening paragraph. However, only two paragraphs later they quite literally 

asserted their own power, saying, 

! Be no longer deceived in this matter. As mothers training the consciousness of 
! youth, we are wielding a power stronger than political parties; and it will not be 
! the fault of women engaged in this sacred cause, if apologies for slavery do not 
! cease with the present generation.68 

This confidence is striking not only because it comes from women, but because it 

implies that their power as agents of change is directly linked to their womanhood. This 

emphasis on the identity of women as moral reformers not in spite of, but because of 

their traditional roles allowed women to assert their equality with men while maintaining 

an identity separate from them. They proceeded to authoritatively tell the senators and 

representatives about the state of the anti-slavery cause in America, arguing decisively 

for its intransigence and growing appeal, as well as showing an informed understanding 

of the history of slavery in numerous states.69 Furthermore, on the second to last page 

of the address, the authors once again drew attention to their gender and asserted their 

right to speak on the profound effects of slavery on the families of slaves saying, “If you 

ask why women address you on the subject of slavery, we simply point out our own 

insulted petitions–to wives torn from their husbands–mothers dragged from their 

children–and women sold in the shambles, like the beasts that perish”.70 They allude to 

the forms of sexual abuse that many slave women endured with particular abhorrence 
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stating that “woman is peculiarly degraded by this polluting system; but over this part of 

the subject we prefer to cast a veil”.71 Despite the great power differential between the 

female authors of this letter and the politicians they addressed, the women make their 

arguments confidently without undue humility or overly deferential supplications. This is 

significant because it signifies that women had successfully rationalized for themselves 

the breaking of convention as necessary to achieve their goals as moral reformers. 

Their utter confidence in universal equality under God allowed them in this case to 

address not only men, but men in a position of political power, with respect, but also 

with authority while drawing upon their unique strengths, position and identity as 

women. 

! In the late 1830s the women of the anti-slavery movement created a rationale for 

their public action that hinged on their firm belief in their equality with men as moral and 

intellectual beings under God. In demonstrations of this equality through their 

abolitionist activity, such as the organization of conventions, public speaking, petitioning, 

and public letter writing, women underlined the ways in which they were both similar to 

and different from men. In this way they asserted an identity for themselves that 

reinforced their public action and broadened their role in society beyond that of wives 

and mothers to that of leaders, advocates and agents of change. 

! Further research on this subject might more closely examine the links between 

women’s advocacy in the anti-slavery movement and the mobilizing of the women’s 

rights and suffragette movement in the United States. Did women’s continue to use 

rhetorical devices and modes of organizing cultivated in the anti-slavery movement as 
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they fought for voting rights, access to birth control and divorce rights? Or did new 

methods develop along with the new issues addressed in women’s activism? Clearly 

the subject at hand is vast, fascinating, and ripe for continued exploration by the latest 

generation of historians. 

!
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